Post-doc Meeting

November 15, 2013

- Posting minutes on the website and/or sending it out in an email to the whole post-doc population.

- Did you participate in any of these events? If so, did you like it. Social and workshops. What would you like to see the PDA do -- other things that we could be doing. Anything you want to see/visit at WHOI -- things for coffee hour. More or less likely to go to happy hour if it was at a bar. Happy hour on the 5th floor of Clark in the spring.

Access to the sea workshop -- how do you get vessel time, proposal, over the side insurance etc.

Necropsy - observation.

Tour of the ships -- Knorr.

Space to write in own ideas.

Issues that we should be addressing, PDA can help you resolve. Time for happy-hours better? Day and time of the week.

Workshop on mentoring -- faculty mentoring undergraduates, graduate students, post-docs -- chairs of the mentoring committees

Workshop on better scientific manuscript writing

Workshop on building their own website

Happy Hour December 6th Friday 5pm